List Of Magical Guests – expansion pack #1
5 m, 5 f – all optional

The expansion pack has a full set of materials for each character listed below.
You can play any combination you wish from the expansion pack.

NAME
PROFESSOR
SNAPEL
Potions Master
Optional male

MASTER METEO
Powers of Meteors
Optional male

HEXIE
KARTHEGEON
Powers of Charm
Optional female

LORD RAKNORE
Powers of the Sea
Optional male

MORTICIA
MADAS

Powers of Mayhem
Optional female
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BIO

SUGGESTED ATTIRE

Professor Snapel’s toxic personality can be
rather intimidating at times - especially to the
students of Hogsbrew University. Snapel is a
dedicated Professor of Magical Potions and
does his job with vigor and integrity.
Sometimes, however, he is known to take his
job a tad too seriously.

Black cloak and robes.
Optional vials of potions
as props.

Master Meteo works closely with the federal
government as he has the power to draw upon
energy from outer space to control meteors.
Recently, he was called to intercept a meteor
headed for Earth! This energetic wizard also
has the skill of Power Negation - he can cancel
out another magical being’s power for any
length of time, but at the price of his own.

White or gray cloak and
robes and a long staff.
Long white wig as an
optional prop. Optional
to make ‘meteors’ out of
Styrofoam as optional
props.

Hexie Karthegeon is the elusive witch with the
powers of Charm. She is also quite skilled at
Shapeshifting. She can transform into
inanimate objects at will. This makes some
folks a tad nervous, as they never know if Hexie
has ever truly left the room.

‘Cute witch’ costume.
Optional to have a wand
as a prop.

Lord Raknore is a cold-hearted warlock who
lacks even a scrap of emotion. Nobody in the
Magical Community has seen Lord Raknore
ever crack a smile - much less laugh or have
fun. There must be a big tradeoff to be strong
at the powers of the Sea…and the tradeoff
must be personality for power!

Pirate-like wizard
costume with a cloak
and wizard scepter or
wand.

Morticia Madas is one of the friendliest witches
in the Magical Community. She is ultra-loving
and a total blast to be around - even though
she specializes in the dark magic of Mayhem.
Morticia is known to make up poems about the
situations around her, and she loves to perform
them in front of others. Too bad she is void of
talent when it comes to performing!

Gothic attire. Witch’s
wand as an optional
prop.

PROFESSOR
MCCLANOGLE

Powers of Healing
Optional female

GOMEZ THE
GNOME
Gnome

Optional male

ENDORA
HILDEGARDE
Brew Specialist

Optional female

TOLDIVORT

Powers of Darkness
Optional male

PERSEPHONE
RANGER

Powers of the Earth
Optional female
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Professor McClanogle is a long time Professor
of Analytical White Magic at Hogsbrew
University. She is a very dependable witch
gifted with the powers of Healing. This lovely
magical healer can cure anything with a flick of
her wand…that is…anything besides death!

White robes and a white
long hair wig. Optional
scepter and / or wand.
Package of Band-Aids
as an optional prop – as
you are a healer.

The frugal and over-inquisitive Gomez the
Gnome is the most notorious being in the
Magical Community. Known to be quite
intellectual, this devious gnome will keep you
entertained with bad jokes and ill-behavior.

Gnome attire – blue
shirt, brown pants, red
pointed hat and a white
wig/beard.

Endora Hildegard is a young witch who uses
witch’s brew concoctions to play cruel tricks on
the non-magical humans (snurbs). Endora is
the wildest and most irresponsible witch in the
Magical Community. She needs to be
counseled by her elders about appropriate
witch behavior!

Traditional witch’s
costume. Optional to
have a mini cauldron as
a prop. *You can put dry
ice inside the cauldron
for a fun smoky effect
but be careful and follow
the instructions for
handling dry ice!

The fiery Toldivort is a very powerful warlock
with severe anger management problems.
Combined with the practice of dark magic - his
personality is certainly volatile! Toldivort is one
of the strong leaders of the Magical Community
and is very well-respected…even if he is one of
the most powerful dark magicians in the world!

Burlap cloak and dark
face makeup (optional).
Optional to carry a staff
or a scepter /wand.

The quirky Persephone is ultra-entertaining and
a total blast to be around! This witch possesses
the powers of the Earth and weird enough –
she has a strange aversion to the word ‘it.’
Persephone has a mini conniption fit each time
she hears ‘it’ and her speech changes into a
different foreign accent!

Long purple robes,
optional to have a wand
or a scepter.

